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prodigy detergent
general-purpose | concentrated laundry detergent

TM

santec

the clean advantage

TM

linden series combines high-performance with formulations that preserve

the soft feel and fresh scent to all fabrics. High tech solutions to common spot and
stain problems allow you to get the most use possible from your linens and fabrics.

Prodigy Detergent

is a fully balanced detergent effective as a standalone product for personal clothing in on premise laundries and home-style machines
as well as in commercial and institutional laundries as part of a total laundry program.
environmentally preferred green cove

features
As a fully balanced formula it is the ideal workhorse for
cleaning the mixture of oily and particulate soils
common in personal clothing and mixed loads treated
in industrial and institutional laundries. It is safely usable
on any water washable fabric.
Because of the water conditioners built into the
formula, it is equally effective at high levels of water
hardness as in soft water.
Soil suspending agents present prevents
re-deposition of soils, hence graying and/or dulling of
fabric is minimized. With the additional presence of
optical brighteners, the clothing comes out of the
washer/dryer sharp and bright looking.

tm

This product meets our Green Cove standard. Environmentally Preferred
Green Cove products reflect our commitment to protect the environment, operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products that make a
difference for our planet and our customers every day.

product specifications
Physical Description

Clear liquid

Viscosity

Slightly viscous

Color

Blue

Flashpoint

None

Fragrance

Mild, pleasant

Weight per Gallon

9.0 lb / gal

pH

11.0 – 11.4

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

None

Can be used in a total laundry program – with breaks,
bleach, softener and sour, or as a stand-alone product
in home-style machines.

optimal applications
Commercial laundries, Hotels, motels, health care
facilities, nursing homes, and restaurants.
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